
Gameplay in Warhammer Fantasy Roleplay is broadly divided into 
two modes: story mode and encounter mode. This chapter details 
the two modes of play as well as the steps of the player turn and 
other details of structured time. 

Game modes
As mentions, the two primary modes of play in Warhammer Fan-
tasy Roleplay are referred to as story mode and encounter mode. 
In story mode, the order in which characters act is not terribly 
important and the flow of gameplay is not highly structured. In 
encounter mode, the order in which characters act is important and 
is governed by an initiative system and the flow of gameplay is more 
structured. The GM will oversee the transition between story and 
encounter mode, and an average play session will generally move 
back and forth between both modes. 

story mode
During story mode, the story advances organically as the GM 
describes the circumstances and the players describe their actions 
and reactions in those circumstances. The story may or may not be 
divided into a series of scenes, but there is little formal timekeep-
ing during story mode. In particular, concepts such as “round” or 

“turn” are of little value, because there is no formal initiative struc-
ture to regulate them. More common increments of time might be 
“about ten minutes” or “the rest of the afternoon.” 

This is not to imply that the actions undertaken during story mode 
have little consequence or that there is not plenty of peril and 
adventure to be had in story mode—nothing could be further from 
the truth! While combat is generally better suited to encounter 
mode, there are any number of ways PCs could be placed in danger 
during story mode. 

A harrowing escape from a collapsing mine or fleeing from a burn-
ing building might be played out during story mode, as might a 
difficult climb to a mountain top or a protracted negotiation with 
a political enemy. GMs are encouraged to make use of a progress 
tracker during story mode to give certain threats, challenges, and 
story events some additional structure and a means of measure-
ment without having to rely on defined turns or rounds. 

There are some mechanical considerations to keep in mind during 
story mode and ways in which certain game effects differ between 
story and encounter mode. 
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Get on With it!
For some actions, particularly healing blessings, players 
may wish to use the action as often as possible and just 
wait around until it recharges. This sort of behaviour is, of 
course, completely against the spirit of grim and perilous 
adventure, and players who engage in it should fully expect 
orcs to kick in the door. But if no orcs do kick in the door, 
every few minutes of mucking about should be enough to 
remove a recharge token from each recharging action. 

stanCe in story mode
By default, characters tend to act in the neutral stance and do not 
convert stance dice. In story mode, most characters will act in neu-
tral stance most of the time. Strictly speaking, they will not make 
use of their stance meter, but that is not to say that they cannot 
make use of stance dice or the variable effects of different stances 
on their action cards. 

At the GM’s discretion, any action can be attempted in any stance, 
provided a sufficient story-based justification is offered and the 
risks inherent in adopting a stance are accepted. In most cases, only 
a single die would be converted to a stance die in story mode, but 
for exceptional circumstances GMs may allow additional dice. 

In general, the adoption of a stance is an indication that the action 
in question has dramatic weight, which can also be a cue to initiate 
encounter mode. If such a check does result in the beginning of an 
encounter, the active player may (at the GM’s discretion) begin the 
encounter one step deep into his declared stance. 

reCharGe in story mode
Without discrete turns or rounds to govern the recharge mechanic, 
actions with a recharge value behave differently in story mode as 
compared to encounter mode. This is relevant particularly for ac-
tions with the Ongoing trait that have a continuous effect once they 
are performed. 

As a rule of thumb, each time the scene shifts or an event occurs 
in story mode, each player should remove one recharge token 
from each of his recharging actions, talents, conditions, or other 
recharging cards. Within a given scene or challenge, one “round” 
can roughly equate to enough time for each player to have a chance 
to act or respond, after which each player may remove one recharge 
token from each of his recharging cards. 

Note that there are no firm time units in story mode, so “each time 
each player has had a chance to act” could be as little as five minutes 
of game-time, or could reflect hours or days passing!

More information on playing the game in story mode can be found 
in the Game Master’s Guide beginning on page 14. 

equilibrium in story mode
Priest and wizard characters use different types of power to fuel 
their blessings and spells. A priest or wizard’s internal supply of 
this power tries settle at an equilibrium point, usually equal to the 
character’s Willpower. The default assumption is that during story 
mode, a priest or wizard is at equilibrium. Equilibrium is discussed 
in more detail in Chapter 11 and Chapter 12. 

story mode example of play
Adam (the GM), Beth (Birgitta), Chris (Gurni), and Ethan 
(Johann) are mid-session. They are in the town of Ubersreik at-
tempting to learn more about Graf von Wolfenjager’s mysterious 
connections in the city’s underworld. All three hero characters are 
in the Red Moon Inn, and the game is currently in story mode. 

Adam (GM): You’ve arrived at the Red Moon Inn, where you 
believe you can find someone with some information about 
von Wolfenjager and the robed figure. The place is packed with 
patrons—largely dockhands and boatmen, all human—and alive 
with the hubbub of people drinking away their troubles. No one 
even looks up as you enter. 

Ethan (Johann): Well, that won’t do. We want to be noticed! I 
swagger up to the bar and drop a gold crown on it. “Barkeep! A 
round for the house.” I want to use my Big City Bravado action. 

Adam (GM): Go ahead and roll. And take a fortune die for the 
round of ale. 

Ethan rolls and succeeds with several boons. He places six recharge 
tokens on the card. 

Chris (Gurni): Well, if Johann is buying, Gurni’ll have an ale! 

Beth (Birgitta): I’ll watch the crowd. I’m interested to see if any-
one’s response to Johann’s generosity is unusual. 

Adam does not call for an Observation check from Birgitta at this time, 
as there’s nothing for her to see at the moment, but he makes a mental 
note of how her character is behaving in the scene. 

Adam (GM): The crowd seems impressed by your generosity, Jo-
hann. You and your friends will receive the full benefits of your Big 
City Bravado action. The bartender snatches up your coin with a 
friendly leer. He is missing several teeth. “What brings a big spender 
like you here?” 

Ethan (Johann): “I heard this was the finest drinking hole in Uber-
sreik and had to see it for myself.” I’ll use Charm on the bartender to 
butter him up. He’s as good a place to start asking questions as any. 

Adam (GM): (Adam compares Johann’s Fellowship, which Charm is 
keyed to, against the bartender’s Willpower, the key characteristic for 
Discipline.) That will be an Easy (1d) check. 

Ethan (Johann): And I get a fortune die for Big City Bravado. 
(Ethan collects his dice and rolls. Success!) It appears to be working. 

Adam (GM): That it does. What do the rest of you do? 

Beth (Birgitta): I keep watching the room. 

Chris (Gurni): I drink! 

Adam (GM): (Laughing.) Chris, you recover one stress—it’s not 
good ale, but it’s ale. Ethan, enough time has passed, so remove 
one recharge token from Big City Bravado. (This is the only card 
that’s currently recharging, but if there were others they would also 
recharge at this time.) 

Ethan (Johann): I think it’s time to drop the name von Wolfen-
jager and see how the bartender takes it. 
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The Initiative Track is built of puzzle-fit pieces, like a stance 
meter or Progress Tracker. The bottom piece is the “zero” space 
on the track. The higher on the track, the higher the initiative. 

In this example, there are three groups participating in an 
encounter that needs to be resolved by initiative: two groups of 
beastmen (represented by the orange tracking tokens), three he-
roes (represented by the white tracking tokens), and one NPC 
(represented by the blue token).

As the different groups roll their initiative checks, the GM 
places a corresponding tracking token on the appropriate space 
of the track. Once all the tokens have been placed, initiative has 
been set and the first round of action is ready!

the initiative traCk

beastmen tokens

hero tokens

npC token

5

4

3

2

1

0

Adam (GM): (Adam knows that one of the men near the back of 
the bar, Heiko, is an agent of von Wolfenjager, and is surely going to 
prick his ears at the mention of his employer.) Birgitta was watching 
the room carefully. Beth, why don’t you go ahead and make a Hard 
(3d) Observation check. 

Beth (Birgitta): (Gathering dice.) Why?

Adam (GM): I’ll tell you if you succeed!

Play in story mode continues in this manner for a short while 
longer, until Heiko finally panics and bolts for the back entrance. 
At that point, Adam calls for Initiative checks (and gives Chris 
some misfortune dice for his insistence on drinking at the bar) and 
transitions to encounter mode.   

enCounter mode
During encounter mode, game time is divided into rounds compris-
ing individual player turns. An encounter usually features a defined 
goal (defeat the goblins, escape the prison, be found “not guilty” in 
the court case), although particularly in three act encounters this 
goal may change at some point. In general, each encounter or each 
act of an encounter is its own “scene.” 

Encounters begin with an initiative check and then are resolved in a 
series of rounds. During each round, each participant in an encoun-
ter receives a turn, a chance to act. At the end of each round, there 
may be some final bookkeeping (such as flipping your activation 
marker back to its ready side), and then a new round begins. 
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boons & banes on initiative CheCks
Boons ¬ and banes √ are as relevant on Initiative checks as 
they are on other checks, although they do not contribute 
directly to acting before another character. They might rep-
resent momentary distractions or an advantageous position, 
carrying forward benefits or penalties into the first round of an 
encounter. Or they could reflect surprise or adrenaline, caus-
ing characters to suffer or recover stress or fatigue. 

In general, any boon or bane effect can apply to an Initiative 
check as circumstances warrant. One good effect to fall back 
on is to allow boons or banes to add fortune  ∆  or misfortune 
∆ dice to the character’s first action in the encounter.

hoW lonG is a round?
There are no fixed answers for how long a round, encounter, 
episode, act, adventure, or campaign might be. For one scene, 
an encounter may be played out as a week-long chase through 
the wilderness, with a rally step reflecting a few hours of rest 
at the top of a mountain. For another, a vicious duel that’s 
over in mere seconds of real time may take several rounds to 
complete. 

A round is enough time for each character to act once. By ex-
tension, this means that a single mechanical action can reflect 
a series of interconnected narrative actions. For example, 
a single Melee Strike action might consist of many parries, 
thrusts, and sword blows, or a single Ranged Attack may cover 
launching several arrows  at the target. The use of a support 
action card may play out as an extended conversation. The 
answer to the question “how long is a round?” is simply this: 
As long as it needs to be. 

initiative & turn order
For a variety of tasks the order in which participants act or react 
may not matter. When two characters haggle over the price of a 
sword in the market, it does not matter who makes the first offer 
or counter-offer; this can be resolved in story mode. In other 
situations, the specific order in which characters act is far more 
important. During combat, for example, knowing who acts first, 
or whether your character acts before the mutated Chaos troll can 
have a significant impact on the encounter! These sorts of actions 
are easier to resolve in encounter mode using these initiative rules. 

The order in which participants act during a round in encounter 
mode is called initiative, or the initiative order. In one round, each 
of the participants has the opportunity to act. These actions occur 
in initiative order. When a character acts, his player becomes the 
active player and takes his turn. An individual turn may go through 
several phases to resolve. Once all the participants have taken their 
turns and acted, the round is over. The participants continue to act 
round by round until the encounter is resolved.

traCkinG initiative

Initiative in Warhammer Fantasy Roleplay is managed using a prog-
ress track, one of the tools GMs use to manage information during 
a session. More information about progress tracks can be found in 
the Game Master’s Guide, on page 28. For initiative, the GM should 
prepare a progress track with at least six spaces and orient it verti-
cally. More puzzle-fit pieces can be added, if necessary. He should 
also set aside several of the tracking markers, selecting one colour 
to represent the player characters. He should also include a few 
markers of at least one other colour for NPCs or creatures.

At the beginning of an encounter, each participant makes an initia-
tive check. The characteristic used to make the initiative check de-
pends on the type of encounter. For combat encounters, Agility is 
used for initiative checks. For social encounters, Fellowship is used 
for initiative checks. In most cases, these checks will be Simple 
(0d), unless the GM rules otherwise. 

The GM places a marker on the tracking meter based on the num-
ber of successes rolled. Hero tokens break all ties for any markers 
occupying the same space on the initiative track. The markers can 
all be placed from the highest to lowest initiative, arranging them 
from top to bottom in a single column. After all participants have 
made initiative checks and had a marker placed on the initiative 
tracker based on the number of successes generated, the initiative 
order is set and a round of actions can begin.

Starting at the top of the tracking meter, initiative markers are 
resolved one at a time. If the top-most marker is a hero marker, one 
of the adventurers gets to act. If the top-most marker is an NPC 
or creature marker, one of the corresponding participants gets to 
act. After that turn is resolved, the next marker on the initiative 
tracking meter is resolved, and so on, until all the markers on the 
tracking meter have been used.

stanCe for initiative CheCks

Unless a PC has already adopted a stance narratively, or triggered 
encounter mode by escalating the action to the point that an  initia-
tive check is required (in which case, as he acts, he may have had 
the opportunity to adjust his stance during the PC’s Beginning of 
Turn Phase), most PCs perform their initiative check in a neutral 
stance.  NPCs are always considered to be in the stance indicated in 
their stat block, and convert characteristic dice into stance dice as 
with any other check they perform.  

Based on the situation, the GM may allow a player to convert one of 
their characteristic dice into a stance die for initiative checks, based 
on their PC’s dominant stance. 

manaGinG larGer Groups 
Large groups of similar creatures or NPCs—especially weaker 
henchmen—make initiative checks as a group. Especially large 
groups are broken up into smaller groups equal to the size of the 
player party. 

A small war party of six beastmen, for example, would not roll six 
initiative checks. With four adventurers in the player party, the 
beastmen roll two separate initiative checks. One representing a 
group of four beastmen (equal to the number of PCs in the party), 
the other representing the remaining two beastmen.

Likewise, when activated, large groups of similar creatures or 
NPCs act during the same initiative. When activated, a number of 
similar creatures equal to the number of PCs in the party get to act. 
In the above example, if there are six beastmen in the encounter 
when the GM first has the opportunity to activate them in initiative 
order, four of the six beastmen can act. No single participant can 
act more than once during a round, so the next time the GM acti-
vates the beastmen in the initiative order, only two more beastmen 
can act—assuming the adventurers haven’t defeated them by then!
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